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From the Editor
Hello,
Welcome to the first issue of Volume 76, the 76th year of continuous publication
of your HNC journal. That is a long time and it is with pride that I note the
milestone. We can be justly proud of our Club, and what it has accomplished
that has been detailed throughout the years in this journal.
I have assembled what I think is a fine assortment of articles within. An editor
does not want to single out one author but I feel I must highlight the article
by Bob Curry. An elder statesman of our Club, he has decided to write regular
articles about his past experiences in nature, documenting some of the changes
he has noted over his many years. Bob told me that he lamented the fact that
Club icon George North never wrote many articles about his experiences but
those he did write were superlative. Bob wished that George had written so
many more articles because of their quality and for posterity. Now these are
my words, but as “the torch has been passed” from George to Bob, I think Mr.
Curry does not want to miss the opportunity that George did. Not that Bob
would compare his writing to George’s, but I will, as his articles are wonderful.
Bob started this endeavor informally, with his article in the January 2020 Wood
Duck, “My Early Days on the Dundas Marsh” - great reading. He more formally
started these articles, with the heading “From My Notebook” in the May 2022
issue and there is another “From My Notebook” within. I hope Bob makes these
articles a fairly regular feature. HNC members will be the better for it.
Bruce Mackenzie has submitted two articles, one an update on the land that
Gwen and Dennis Lewington donated to Ontario Nature and an update on
the excellent happenings at the Grimsby Wetlands, including highlighting the
generosity of Jim and Jean Stollard to this project. Well done Bruce (and Jean
and Jim)!
Don McLean, via CATCH (Citizens at City Hall) again demonstrates the disdain
the Ford government has for Conservation Authorities. Mike Rowlands has
submitted, yet again, a fine summation of the BSG meetings and an article by
George Naylor is thought-provoking. Phil Mozel introduces us to a very unusual
aspect of black pigmentation in some birds, Mary Anne McDougall details the
highly successful Peregrine nesting in 2022 in downtown Hamilton, and I have
resurrected the Dragon’s Den column on dragonflies with an article on the
Mocha Emerald in the Fairchild Creek watershed in Hamilton-Wentworth.
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Hamilton Naturalists’ Club
News and Updates
Next HNC Monthly Meeting
TBA - Due to the on-going pandemic our scheduling
for events has been extremely disrupted. We expect
to have a September meeting but at press-time (15
August) this is uncertain. Please check the website,
hamiltonnature.org, in early September for details.

Next BSG Meeting
TBA - Due to the on-going pandemic our scheduling for
events has been extremely disrupted. We expect to have
a September meeting but at press-time (15 August) this is
uncertain. Please check the website, hamiltonnature.org,
in early September for details.
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Hikes Update
The HNC is planning on a return to a full schedule of
hikes for this coming fall. Please consult the calendar
on the HNC website, hamiltonnature.org for details.

Letters to the editor are always welcomed and will

be duly published. If you have something to say, positive
or negative, send it in. We want your feedback on the
journal or any other aspect of the HNC and its activities.

On the Cover: Eastern Bluebird
(Sialia sialis)
Family: Turdidae
Identification: One of our most recognizable birds. Male
is unmistakable although female in poor light could be
misidentified. Juveniles have spotted underparts betraying
their membership in the “thrush” family.
Range: Extends from south-eastern Saskatchewan,
eastwards including the southern 2/3rds of Ontario,
southern Quebec, and all of New Brunswick and Nova
Scotia. Surprisingly not in PEI. Occurs southwards along
the eastern US coast to southern Florida and westwards to
eastern Texas. An extensive range.
Surprisingly never recorded in the Hamilton area in the
winter in George North’s time. Now fairly common in winter.
The Photo: The photo was taken by Tom Thomas on 2
March 2022 (a wintering bird) at Courtcliffe Park.

Species of the Month: Leonardus Skipper
(Hesperia leonardus)
Family: Hesperiidae
Identification: Our latest skipper to emerge as an adult
in the Hamilton area. It is difficult to find one in July.
Usually the first individuals are not found until well into
August and they can often be seen until the last 10 days of
September. It is easily recognized by the contasting white
spots on a rusty-brown under-hindwing. Nothing else is
like this in our area. It is a jewel!
Habitat: Almost always found in grassy areas in the HSA,
often in association with alvars and other dry areas. The
larva feed on a wide variety of grass species.
Range: In southern Ontario it occurs as far north as
Capreol and Sault Ste. Marie. It also occurs in Rainy River
District. In the HSA it is very local and is essentially only
found in Flamborough and Puslinch.
The Photo: This photo was taken at 8th Concession and
Westover Rd on 22 August 2020 by Ian Smith.
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The Treasure of Spark Birds
by BRUCE MACKENZIE
NOT ALL BIRDERS can remember the point in time when
they became hooked on birding. Some remember the time
and place. But some remember the exact bird and situation
when the light bulb flashed and their interest in birds
became elevated.

HNC member Dennis Lewington at the Sauble Dunes Nature Reserve
(great sweatshirt!) - 29 May 2022 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.

For Gwen and Dennis Lewington the bird was the Pileated
Woodpecker seen just out from the kitchen window at their
Sauble River cottage. They had been surrounded by the
plentiful bird life of the Sauble forest and waters for years
but the bird songs may have been simply background noise
for them until the Pileated opened a doorway into nature
for them.
Since that glorious day they have travelled North America
searching for birds. Their interest led to a deep involvement
with the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club and the Ontario Field
Ornithologists. They were encouraged and mentored by so
many, Hazel Broker and George Coker to name but two.
George got them into setting up a bluebird trail in the Sauble
area and since putting up their first box around 30 years ago,
they have seen over 3,000 Eastern Bluebirds fledge.
Their interests also led to a legacy for the next generation.
In 2013 the Lewingtons, as reported in the 2016 Summer
Wood
Duck,
https://hamiltonnature.org/wp-content/
uploads/pdfs/wood-duck/wood-duck-2016-07.pdf,
selflessly donated 127 acres of post glacial sand dunes and
adjacent wetlands to Ontario Nature. These unique and
quite sensitive lands are adjacent to the north shore of the
Sauble River and are found at the base of Chief ’s Point, the
Chippewas of Saugeen First Nation Reserve, on the east
shore of Lake Huron.
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Gwen passed away
in December 2020.
A group of the
Lewington’s friends,
all birders, combined
their efforts to work
with Ontario Nature
to have a small area of
reflection set aside for
Dennis Lewington (L) and article
Gwen in the Nature
author Bruce Mackenzie (R) at the
Reserve. To help
Sauble Dunes Nature Reserve - 1
meet their objectives, May 2022 - photo Laurie Mackenzie.
a hand-crafted bench
was made and placed in a special spot overlooking one
of the wetlands that are found like ribbons between the
ancient forested dunes. At the entrance to the reserve a
new sign denoting the special attributes of this land and the
significance of the Lewington donation has been installed.
The presence of Ribbon Snake, Canada Warbler, Bog
Buckbean and the Pileated Woodpecker are described on
the sign as important species found in the nature sanctuary.
During the numerous discussions the group asked that one
of the highlights on the sign be the Pileated Woodpecker.
The newcomers who visit this area will not be aware that
if it were not for a Pileated showing up at breakfast one
morning, these reserve lands would likely not have been
donated to Ontario Nature to be held in the public trust
forever.
The sign is up and the
mission is completed.
I would like to thank
Peter Middleton, John
Dickson, Nancy White
and Stewart Nutt of the
Owen Sound Nature
Club,
Sharon and
Denys Gardiner and
Typical spring scene at the Sauble
Dunes Nature Reserve - 10 May 2022 - Bob Curry, Glenda
photo Bruce Mackenzie.
Slessor and Laurie
Mackenzie of the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, and Pat and
Ron Tozer of the Ontario Field Ornithologists for their
energies in helping to put this all together. A special thanks
also to Smera Sukumar and Caroline Schultz of Ontario
Nature.

Covid, the Ukraine, Inflation – and a Hepatic Tanager!
by GEORGE NAYLOR
ON A SUNNY SATURDAY, May 14th of this year, I woke
up with my day pretty well planned. I had a number of plants
in containers, fresh from the garden centre that I intended
to get in the ground before it got too warm; then I made
the mistake of looking at my phone. There was a notice of a
Hepatic Tanager found in Burlington, by Ben Oldfield and
Marcus Legzdins. The names were familiar, but I wanted
to get more information about the sighting, so I called my
friend Rob Waldhuber. “I’m looking at it right now!” he
said and gave me directions; “it’s in the woods beside the
soccer fields at Shell Park, near the houses.” My day’s plans
abandoned, I grabbed my binoculars and camera, jumped in
the car and headed for Burlington.
It was just after 9:00 a.m. and when I drove past the Pioneer
station in Caledonia, gas was selling for $2.02.6 per liter. As
I drove the QEW toward Burloak Dr., I noted that the price
of gas didn’t seem to be keeping people off the roads. The
eastbound lanes were as busy as usual for a Saturday, and the
westbound lanes were stop/start already. I arrived at Shell
Park, crossed the soccer fields and met Rob and quite a few
others. I was able to see the bird fairly quickly, and got some
nice pictures as it flew from tree to tree, and occasionally
to the back yards as it fed freely on wasps. There are plenty
of accounts of this bird so I won’t go into the details, but
as I’ve seen numerous Hepatic Tanagers during trips to the
southwestern states, it was my belief that it was an adult
female Hepatic Tanager. This belief was shared by a number
of others present.

Hepatic Tanager at Shell Park, Oakville - 14 May 2022 photo George Naylor.

On my way back home, I was pondering how myself
and others were maintaining our interest in nature, and
our willingness to take the time and bear the expense of
this enterprise, especially in this new world and its costs.
I will freely tell others that I’m a naturalist, and have a

concern for nature and the
environment, but here I
am, charging across the
province chasing rarities?
Given what we know about
the environment and
human-caused
climate
change, I feared my actions
seem somewhat selfish.
I started thinking about
this
selfishness,
and George Naylor at Point Pelee.
wondered if it stems partly from an instinct that is basic to
all life? We hear about the survival instinct inherent in all
organisms, from the amoeba to us. In the modern world,
could this instinct morph into selfishness? I’ve heard it said
that people are just thinly disguised bundles of self-interest.
The “Me First and Me Too” mentality still applies to most
of us. The one thing I recognize is the human mind’s ability
to bend facts and circumstances to fit into our needs and
philosophy. In the larger world, we encounter this in many
forms, like social, racial and political tribalism.
I recently read an interesting book called Sapiens – A Brief
History of Humankind by Yuval Noah Harari. He describes
our forbearers as doddering around earth with our large
brains just trying to survive for a couple of million years,
without much impact on the world. Yes, we gradually
acquired some primitive tools, the use of fire, and the benefit
of social groups, but Homo sapiens was still primitive, with
a number of our subspecies present on the planet. Then
about 70,000 years ago, a chance genetic mutation may have
driven our species into this incredible explosion of language,
and increasing control of the technology required to allow
us to dominate every corner of the globe. This superiority
let us wipe out all our subspecies brothers, and dominate
the planet. That, and our new ability to function efficiently
in large, complex groups has allowed sapiens to blanket
every environment on earth. Harari also theorized that this
evolution happened so rapidly that the rest of the world
couldn’t evolve fast enough to keep our species in check. In
all other instances, dominant species evolved more slowly,
allowing time for the rest of the world to develop defenses
to maintain some kind of balance. Perhaps we evolved too
rapidly for our own good as well!
In the last few years, we’ve all been threatened by the first
three events in my title. The fourth, the Hepatic Tanager was
unexpected, but my action was entirely predictable. I am
THE WOOD DUCK
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now aware of my guilt, and will try to modify my behavior
(you notice I said modify – not quit!). Since I moved to
Caledonia in 2017, I’ve tried to be more efficient and
less wasteful with my driving habits. If I go somewhere,
especially if it’s outside of Caledonia, I try to make a
list and get everything I need while I’m away. I couldn’t
help but think of my Ukrainian grandparents – on my
Mother’s side – who immigrated to Canada in 1909 and
farmed on the prairies east of Edmonton. They made darn
sure when they took the wagon or horse into town, that
they got absolutely everything that was needed. If you got

back home and forgot something, you made do without

it! How the world has changed!

It’s hard to equate environmentalism with my keen
wish to see rarities although Rob Waldhuber and I
often travel together to see rare birds, such as the
Marsh Sandpiper found west of London. This action
may seem trifling and inconsequential to some, but
at least I’m thinking about it.

Super Black
by PHIL MOZEL
THE BIRD WAS DRIVING ME to distraction. None
of my photographs were turning out. No matter what the
exposure, much of my subject was a featureless mass of
black. The bird in question was a Scarlet-rumped Tanager,
commonly found in Costa Rica and Panama. Much of the
plumage is black but highlighted with a rump of bright
red. I was almost going cross-eyed trying to see details
amongst the black feathers but, try as I might, none were
forthcoming. But then the reason, which had nothing to
do with me and everything to do with the bird, came to
light.
It turns out that some feathers are super black. No
pigment is involved. Rather, they are structured entirely
differently from the feathers that clothe most birds. And
that structure turns super black feathers into veritable
sponges for light. In fact, over ninety nine percent of the
light falling on these feathers is absorbed; almost none is
reflected. Hence, a photographer’s nightmare.

Figure 1: Schematic models of structural absorption for each of
five feather morphology classes; Dakota E. McCoy and Richard O.
Prum; Convergent evolution of super black plumage near bright
color in 15 bird families. Journal of Experimental Biology (2019) 222,
jeb208140. doi:10.1242/jeb.208140. Courtesy of Dakota E. McCoy.
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Now, a “normal” feather, such as
might be found on a wing or tail,
consists of a shaft from which
barbs branch out and which in
turn branch into interlocking
barbules. Very neat and orderly.
But the barbules of super black
feathers may take on at least one of
five different shapes. For example,
Phil Mozel.
rather than lying relatively flat,
the barbules may bend upward (i.e. have a dihedral)
of various angles (Figures 1 and 2). Together this can form
an efficient light trap. This occurs only in males so the
thinking here is that the increased blackness enhances the
appearance of adjacent coloured feathers thereby making
the bird more appealing to females (which do not use the
super black strategy).

Figure 2. Examples of typical (left) and super black (right) barbule
morphology as seen using a scanning electron microscope.
McCoy, D.E., Feo, T., Harvey, T.A. et al. Structural absorption by
barbule microstructures of super black bird of paradise feathers.
Nat Commun 9, 1 (2018). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-01702088-w; http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0 PG

opened the drawer containing the tanager in question. Sure
enough! There lay a number of these birds, veritable avian
black holes. Virtually no light reflected from their black
feathers while the scarlet rumps “popped”. For comparison
I retrieved a Baltimore oriole (a supposedly black bird with
contrasting bright, orange feathers) from a nearby cabinet.
Well, there was no comparison. The oriole simply did not
match the tanager for blackness and intensity of colour
(see above). And the velvety appearance was matched by
an incredible softness.
Scarlet-rumped Tanager, Costa Rica - photo Phil Mozel.

This scheme is also made use of by some coloured feathers.
Rather than generating colour solely with pigment, feathers
can use structural components to provide a more vivid,
saturated colour and an increased velvety appearance. This,
again, is for males only. (Another example of structurallygenerated colour is found in hummingbirds which use this
technique to produce iridescence).
Super black feathers have been found in fifteen avian
families most notably, perhaps, in Birds of Paradise. My
problematic bird was one of the Ramphocelus tanagers,
all the males of which use the structural approach when it
comes to their appearance. I can certainly vouch for how
well it works!
Being a volunteer in the Royal Ontario Museum’s Natural
History Department (specifically in Ornithology), I
realized that I could probably get a close look at this
phenomenon. Much of my time is spent in the collections
rooms where the skins of about 140,000 birds, representing
species from around the world, are preserved. Hopefully,
the scarletrumped tanager would be among them. I found
the appropriate aisle, located the correct cabinet and

Birds are not the only creatures in which super black may
be found. Butterflies, such as the Mountain Blue (Papilio
ulysses) use this strategy (Figure 5). In such instances the
brightly coloured wing areas may be visually enhanced by
being bordered with the structurally determined super
black regions. The deep black is also an aid to the insects’
temperature regulation. Colours are enhanced by super
blackness in Peruphasma schultei, a large Peruvian stick
insect, as well. The same is true of peacock spiders. On a
larger scale, the Gaboon Viper uses this kind of blackness
to aid in camouflaging itself on the forest floor.

Mountain Blue Butterfly, Papilio ulysses.
Photo Phil Mozel. Specimen courtesy Royal
Ontario Museum.

And so, when all is said and done, I’m not sure that I will
have any better luck photographing certain tanagers. But
now I will at least know why!
Acknowledgements

Scarlet-rumped Tanager and Baltimore Oriole. Photo by Phil
Mozel. Specimens courtesy Royal Ontario Museum.

Thanks to Dakota E. McCoy for permission to reproduce
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ulysses. Thanks, and a debt of gratitude, to Mark Peck, Manager
of the Schad Gallery of Biodiversity, Royal Ontario Museum,
for permission to photograph the Scarlet-rumped Tanager and
Baltimore Oriole and for the continuing privilege of working in
the ornithological collections.
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FROM MY NOTEBOOK

Henslow’s Sparrow
by BOB CURRY
THIS PAST SUMMER in July, Glenda and I undertook
an overnight trip to southwestern Ontario. We wanted
to see the Underground Railroad Terminuses at North
Buxton and Dresden, the latter of Uncle Tom’s Cabin
fame. Another desire was to see and photograph
Henslow’s Sparrow. Although always a noteworthy bird
in the Hamilton Study Area (HSA) during my birding
life it now has disappeared as a breeding species.

of Luther Marsh, Dufferin
County. These traditional
Ontario mixed farms were
abandoned when the Grand
River Conservation Authority
created Luther Lake as part of
flood control
Bob Curry at Lake
measures in the Grand River
Louise - May 2022 Watershed, a reaction to photo Glenda Slessor.
the deadly 1954 flooding of
Hurricane Hazel in southern Ontario. Don Campbell
and I spent a wonderful weekend on and around that
lake finding many waterbird nests from our canoe.
Fifty-six years later, in 2021 I looked for the old stone
farmhouse that stood in the field of Henslow’s Sparrows
and Bobolinks. Eventually I found it almost overgrown
in the scrub forest that has taken over. A sad remnant
of an Ontario family farm.

Such has been the fate of Henslow’s Sparrow. Old fields
have given way to successional woodlands or houses.
After most had disappeared from the province Gavin
Henslow’s Sparrow at Clearville, Kent County - 9 July 2022 - photo
Bob Curry.
Edmonstone, in May and June, 2000, found Henslow’s
My notes indicate that I have seen Henslow’s Sparrow Sparrows in Bronte Provincial Park. Local birders
on 54 occasions totaling 91 individuals. I saw my first flocked to the site to see these two singing males, the
on September 30, 1956 in an old field near Lowbanks, last that we have been able to see here.
Haldimand on an outing with Ross Anderson and
Bob Stamp. My first HSA record was in North Halton.
Huber Moore was an outstanding naturalist and birder
who lived on his family farm on the Dublin Line near
Milton. He found many exciting birds on his property
including, in July 1956, Ontario’s first known hybrid
nesting of Blue-winged and Golden-winged warblers.
On July 6, 1958 George North drove me to see a pair of
singing male Henslow’s Sparrows in an old field south
of the Moore farmstead.
When they found appropriate habitat – large fields
Henslow’s Sparrow at Clearville, Kent County - 9 July 2022 of grass with an understory mat of old grasses and
photo Bob Curry.
a few emergent forbs or shrubs to serve as singing
posts – they would form small colonies. The most I Never the less, one or two Henslow’s Sparrows are seen
ever saw was on June 12, 1965 when eight males sang every spring at Point Pelee - the last I saw there was
from an abandoned field at the south-east corner in May 2004. So, when I learned that a field in SW
10 SEPTEMBER 2022

Ontario had breeding Henslow’s Sparrows in 2021 I
was keen to see them. George Prieksaitis advised that
at least one had returned in 2022 and kindly gave us
directions (it is sad to say that the bird is so rare as a
breeder now that such locations are not published).
Early on July 9 found us walking along the road next
to a large field of grasses and forbs in Chatham-Kent.
Already the all-too-brief summer was waning: There
was little bird song – female Bobolinks were feeding
fledged young and the males had disappeared to
moult from their gaudy nuptial colours to muted buffs
and yellows. Finally, after a half hour, one Henslow’s

Sparrow began to sing from a White Oak sapling. It
was well out in the field so, sadly, I couldn’t hear the
insect-like “see-lik”. I took some video – the camera
microphone did just pick up the song. Eventually this
solitary male came close enough to allow lovely scope
studies and photos.
Mission accomplished we drove to a hamlet nearby
and enjoyed breakfast with a half dozen locals. The
banter turned to which fish was leading the derby and
who was and who was not still with us on the planet. It
was a pleasant end to a most satisfying morning.

Bird Study Group Meeting Summary – 21 March 2022

A Certification Story – Designating Hamilton and
Burlington as Bird Friendly Cities with Barry Coombs
by MICHAEL ROWLANDS
IN OUR ACTION-PACKED March meeting, BSG Director
Jackson Hudecki first made a number of announcements,
encouraged people to sign up for the Great Canadian
Birdathon and volunteer for the forthcoming HNC BioBlitzes,
and listed the most interesting birds that had been seen in
recent weeks.
He then introduced a music video entitled “Shout! Shout! Turn
the Lights Out,” featuring songwriter Kelly-Sue O’Connor.
Just in time for Earth Hour, it urged everyone to turn out
the lights, not just for that hour but on other nights during
spring and fall migration to prevent window collisions. If you
missed the song, go to https://Vimeo/655337794. It’s a toetapper with a great message – well done, Kelly-Sue!
This segued into the introduction of guest speaker Barry
Coombs, a self-described “experienced intermediate birder.”
Barry is a Hamilton-based visual artist and traveller who has
birded in Vietnam, Ecuador, Trinidad and Tobago, Mexico,
Iceland, and throughout Canada and the USA. He co-founded
a neighbourhood birding group called the StrathCardinals
on Facebook, has participated in many local bird counts, and
has led outings for the Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, Ontario
Federation of Ornithologists, Toronto Ornithological Club,
and the Pipits. With Sara Shwadchuck, he is a co-chair of the
Bird Friendly Hamilton Burlington (BFHB) Team, the group
that has been working for the last 15 months to complete

the application process to
become a certified Bird
Friendly City.
Barry first explained the
purpose of becoming a
Bird Friendly City is the
protection of birds: a
healthy bird population
Barry Coombs - Bird Friendly
is a sign of biodiversity
Cities.
and a thriving climate.
He said Dave Tourchin and Sara Shwadchuck, Burlington
co-chairs of the BFHB Team, are both committed
environmentalists. Spreading the word about BFHB has
been done numerous ways – by social media (email, website,
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter) and traditional media
(stories in local and regional newspapers, and interviews
on radio and TV and in podcasts). For links to the media
coverage and much more, go to the BFHB website at https://
birdfriendlyhamiltonburlington.wordpress.com/.
The official rubric or set of guidelines to become a Bird
Friendly City is divided into four sections: Mandatory
requirements; then (1) threat reduction; (2) habitat protection,
restoration, and climate resiliency; and (3) community
outreach and education. (See the sidebar [page 23] – “A List
continued on page 21
of Bird Friendly City
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Citizens Getting the Boot

HAMILTON CITIZENS AT CITY HALL (CATCH)
HAMILTON
CITIZEN
REPRESENTATION
on
conservation authority boards will fall dramatically next
year. New rules imposed by the Ford provincial government
largely eliminate public members from the agencies’ boards
that manage waterways, flood control and environmental
oversight. And in at least one local authority the total
number of directors is being slashed, forcing the removal of
nearly all its citizen members.
Controversial changes to conservation authorities were
imposed by the provincial Progressive Conservative
government in December 2020 as part of its “Protect, Support
and Recover from COVID-19 Act”. Initially that legislation
proposed to ban citizen members from CA boards, but last
minute amendments shifted that to a requirement that each
individual municipality must ensure at least 70 percent of its
appointees are councillors.
That wasn’t much of a change since it means a citizen can
only be appointed on the rare occasion when a municipality
gets four or more seats on a CA board. This will reduce
public appointees from all four boards with jurisdiction
over parts of the city of Hamilton. Because CA borders are
defined by watersheds, each has representatives from more
than one municipality.
The city makes two appointments to Conservation Halton
and one to the Grand River Conservation Authority. All are
currently public members, but all will have to be replaced by
city councillors.
The Halton board currently has eight citizens among its 19
members. No more than three will be possible under the
new rules. The GRCA board has 26 members, but with more
than a dozen municipalities represented the only possible
citizen appointments will be made by just one of those – the
Region of Waterloo.
A report last month to Niagara regional council revealed
that the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority board
will shrink from its current 21 members down to eleven.
Citizen representatives will go from a majority today to only
two starting in January.
Hamilton’s representation on the NPCA board is currently
two citizens and two councillors. That will fall to three
councillors and no citizens. Haldimand County will get
two members – both councillors – and Niagara will have
six seats, with an option that two could be members of the
public.
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Much of Hamilton’s urban and rural area above the
escarpment and east of the airport fall under the jurisdiction
of the Niagara Peninsula Conservation Authority. This
includes the watersheds of Twenty Mile Creek and the
Welland River including Lake Niapenco in the Binbrook
Conservation Area.
The fourth CA with jurisdiction over some of the city’s
streams is the Hamilton CA which currently has six citizens
and five city councillors. Ten are appointed by Hamilton
City Council and one by Puslinch. No more than three
citizens will be possible for 2023.
It is not known if GRCA and Conservation Halton
are considering following the NPCA lead and cutting
their board sizes – currently 26 are on GRCA and 19 on
Conservation Halton. If they do, more citizen appointments
will be eliminated.

More CA land in Caledon
The Credit Valley Conservation Authority is moving forward
on the potential purchase of “significant conservation lands”
in Caledon that would improve access to the Credit Valley
Trail. These lands have been previously identified as a “Core
Area” and a “high priority” for purchase.
The CVC Board discussed the purchase in camera on July
8 and gave authority to staff “to sign the necessary legal
documentation” if they are satisfied with the purchase
conditions.
The Hamilton 350 committee monitors the board
meetings of at least five conservation authorities. Anyone
interested in helping with this should get in touch with
donmurraymclean@gmail.com.

A Changing Landscape

Grimsby Wetlands 2022 Update
by BRUCE and LAURIE MACKENZIE
ANOTHER DRY SUMMER. This makes three in a row
but the saving grace for the Grimsby Wetlands was the very
wet fall in 2021. Rainwater is the only water our wetlands
receive and we just have to look at the ponds to see if it has
been wet or dry.
As reported in January 2022 Wood Duck there was no water
in Watcher’s Pond last summer and the other ponds were in
poor shape but the fall rains restored them. As water levels
change so do the plant species in and around the ponds. This
is most evident in Watcher’s Pond. From a 2.5 hectare pond
providing wonderful shorebird observations in previous fall
migrations, we now have a 2.5 hectare marsh. Over the last
two summers cattails were able to move into the exposed
mudflats and with the very wet fall of 2021, we ended up
with about 45 cm of water come spring. In the spring we
suspected that there would be an abundance of cattails and
by mid July the pond was more than 75% full of cattails. The
cattails and the channels of water that are found throughout
the pond provide for a healthy and diverse marsh.
We started the year with a good reserve of water. We saw
breeding evidence of Wood Duck, Mallard, American Coot,

Marsh Wren, Barn and Tree
Swallows and Purple Martins
in addition to the usual
expected nesting species in
the area. In the early spring
there were a number of Bluewinged Teal in the ponds,
but it is not known if they Laurie and Bruce Mackenzie at
Fifty Point C.A.
stayed to nest. Muskrats are
far more common now and in the open water areas there is
ample evidence of their browsing on the succulent cattails.
Soras and Virginia Rails were heard or seen from time to
time but not in the numbers as in the past two years. With
the vast new cattail stand in Watcher’s Pond, observations
were difficult but a pair of Virginia Rails were seen mating
and a brood of Coots were observed.
In 2020 we had one successful Martin nest but none in 2021.
This year with the addition of the new Purple Martin gourd
nesting array, the eight gourds were home to six Martin
nests with another nest in the traditional Martin House. It
does seem that the Martins prefer the gourds. Next year we

Watcher’s Pond, aerial view July 2022, brown areas are open shallow water. photo Drone’s Eye Photography.
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plan on adding more to the array.
It is so pleasant to hear
the continuous calls of the
Martins from overhead.
This is a species that is in
decline and to anchor a new
colony is a milestone for the
project.
Barn Swallows nested
again in the Barn Swallow
nesting structure. In 2021
a pair also nested in the
Observation Tower and
again this year. What is it
with Barn Swallows flying
Purple Martin Gourd Array and
brood recently fledged young.
through open windows?
They just love to fly through
the viewing ports of the observation tower.
A new addition to the observation tower was the “Nature
Library”. The idea behind our little community library is for
visitors to take nature books and magazines home and share
with friends and neighbours. Members of the Club have
been donating reading materials for this library. Really, what
else would you do with old “Wood Ducks” and other nature
magazines and old bird books but share? Children’s nature
books would be welcome.

Read and Share Nature Library.

To further instill curiosity about nature with the visitors,
an interactive Tree Swallow nest box was placed near the
Observation Tower. It is the traditional George Coker
Bluebird nest box design using a clear plexiglass window
inside the swing door. Visitors can open the door and look
at how the nesting is coming along. A pair of Tree Swallows
took to the new box right away and they raised a healthy
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brood and provided a show at the same time to the curious.
The birds didn’t seem to mind at all.
This year the Town of Grimsby provided a grant of $2,500 to
the Grimsby Wetlands Project of the Hamilton Naturalists’
Club, HNC. This is in addition to $2,000 from the HNC
which allowed us to add the Purple Martin gourd nesting
array, the Nature Library, an Interactive Tree Swallow nesting
box and interpretive signs for the Tree Swallow nesting box,
Purple Martins, Fifty Point Land Complex and the Western
Lake Ontario Important Bird Area.

Grimsby wetland patrons, Jim and Jean Stollard.

Stollard’s Pond
The wetland to the east of the Observation Tower is now
known as Stollard’s Pond. Unlike the other ponds, Stollard’s
Pond does not have steep banks and higher water levels allow
it to greatly expand its surface area. It has a great diversity
of plants around it because of the abundant shallow areas.
Soras, Virginia Rails, Wood Ducks and Hooded Mergansers
have all nested here. Even though the open water section of
this wetland is small, it has the deepest depth of all the ponds.
Jean and Jim Stollard have
been definite stalwarts of
the HNC since first joining
the Club in 1974. They
have selflessly devoted their
time to the workings of the
Club. Much of their work
has been behind the scenes
but incredibly important.
Together they have been
involved continuously on
the production and mailing
Cutting Wild Parsnip in flower of the Wood Duck. They
photo Laurie Mackenzie.
have been at the forefront of
the Club’s leadership and are
both Past Presidents. Jean was on the Board of Directors for

Stollard’s Pond
12 years and the lead author of the Club’s 100th Anniversary
Book.
Jim was a Director for 16 years with many years as the
Treasurer. In 2002 he was part of the Club’s team that
negotiated with Niagara Region and the Department of
National Defence that led to the creation of the award
winning Grimsby Wetlands Project. In 2005 the Club was
successful in having the lands set aside as wetlands and
upland habitats. Jim and Jean’s desire to foster the love of
nature by others deserves this recognition.

Interactive Tree Swallow nesting box.

Vegetation Management
Looks like this year there will be a full bloom of Goldenrods,
Asters and other fall flowering plants to provide a bonanza
of nectar and pollen for the fall insects like native bees and
the migrating Monarchs. September should be show time.
In 2017 when the HNC received permission to start wildlife
and habitat improvement projects on the property, we saw
right away that controlling Phragmites grass would be a
huge challenge. But by October 2018 we had it well under
control. What we did not know was that a new plant, Wild
Parsnip would soon be showing up. Controlling Phragmites
is turning out to be easy compared to the task of dealing
with Wild Parsnip.
Wild Parsnip is a toxic plant. It is a biennial plant, meaning
it lives for two years with just leaves showing in the first
year and reaching a height of less than 50 cm. In the second
year a flower stalk appears that reaches up to 150 cm with
multiple yellow headed flower stalks. The flower looks a little
like a Queen Anne’s Lace’s flower but is looser. Its sap, like
the sap of Giant Hogweed, a close relative, can cause severe
burn-like rashes and long term photosensitivity of the skin
to sunlight. It is a plant that is to be avoided. It is still rare
in Grimsby and it is still within our means of controlling it.
In some areas of Eastern North America, it is so prevalent
it is beyond control. Unfortunately, it is becoming more
common in Niagara Region.
For the third spring in a row, we have had a contractor
spray the emerging plants in May. This work is funded by
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date the DND has not started with their plans to
control Wild Parsnip. We will continue to look for
new avenues towards a solution.

American Coot with young in Watcher’s Pond - photo by Deena Errampalli - an
outstanding breeding record for the Hamilton area.

Rainwater is what feeds the Grimsby Wetlands.
As we move into the end of another dry summer
we are hoping for a wet fall again to replenish the
water levels, a natural annual cycle. Deeper water in
winter allows for better winter survival of wildlife
and plants in the wetlands.

Niagara Region, the owner of the property. This is a multiyear
project because Wild Parsnip displays what is known as seed
dormancy. Viable seeds can remain in the soil for as long as
five years without germinating. Our objective is to interrupt
the seed production cycle by eliminating all flowering plants
while germination is underway and to stop future flowering.
This requires spraying the emerging plants in the spring,
surveying June and July for flowering plants missed by the spray
operation, and cutting the flowering plants at the ground with
long-handled pruning shears. This is not easy with an eight
hectare property. (For safety, do this only with expert advice.)
Over the three years, the work has reduced the number and
range of the plants within the Grimsby Wetlands especially
south of Watcher’s Pond. The problem area for us is the
northern bank area of Watcher’s Pond. This area is beside the
Department of National Defence, DND, pond and lands where
Wild Parsnip grows unrestricted. No matter how much work
we do on the Region’s lands, seeds can continue to come in
growing on the DND lands. The HNC has communicated with
the DND and has had discussions with field staff on site but to

Cattails, 18 June 2021 - beginning to make an
appearance across Watcher’s Pond - photo Bruce
Mackenzie.

The HNC wishes to express its gratitude to Niagara Region
for continued permission to carry out habitat, wildlife and
interpretive projects at the Grimsby Wetlands and to the Town
of Grimsby for support and the trail maintenance. Special
thanks to Niagara Region for its support of the Wild Parsnip
control programme.

Watcher’s Pond - May 2022 - photo Bruce Mackenzie.
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Four Peregrine Falcon Chicks Take to the Sky over
Downtown Hamilton
by MARY ANNE MCDOUGALL
SINCE 1 JUNE 2022 when Auchmar first hopped up on
the ledge of the nest at the Sheraton Hotel in downtown
Hamilton, she and her siblings, Dundurn, Balfour and
Wynnstay have all fledged successfully, though not without
some harrowing events.
The official Falconwatch of 2022 began 6 June with
coordinators Nathan Lewis and Marzuk Gazi sharing
shifts throughout the day. With four large chicks actively
hopping up on the ledge there was some concern that one
could accidentally get knocked off and take an unscheduled
flight. A core group of seasoned volunteers were called
upon to give extra support to the coordinators during this
first week.
McKeever and Judson, our first-time parents, proved
themselves to be excellent providers, always watching over
the nest from nearby, chasing away potential threats and
bringing meals to their chicks. The youngsters were often
seen grabbing the prey brought to the nest, but McKeever
and Judson still held on to some of the meals, dutifully
ensuring each chick was fed.
The adults were often witnessed flying by the nest calling
out to the chicks, encouraging them to get up on the
ledge and exercise their wings. As the days went on the
chicks responded with strong flapping and helicoptering
along the ledge preparing for that first flight. They were
constantly preening, losing their downy white feathers,
and as their flight feathers grew, they began to look like
juvenile falcons.
Finally, the day we all anticipated arrived with Dundurn
taking his first successful flight on the afternoon of 17
June. Surprisingly, as a gusty wind picked up a few hours
later, both Balfour and Auchmar simultaneously took off.
Dundurn and Balfour are the two males and traditionally
are lighter than the females. Balfour, like his brother
managed a strong flight. Unfortunately, Auchmar, one of
the females (and as such a heavier peregrine) was not able
to sustain a flight and came down to the ground on the
King St sidewalk in front of the Standard Life building.
After a quick response by the coordinator and volunteers,
she was safely put into a rescue box and taken to the Owl
Foundation to be assessed. Fortunately, Auchmar was
unharmed, and she was swiftly returned that evening and
released on the Sheraton roof above the nest. After a short
while she was seen hopping down into the nest where she
settled for the night.

Saturday 18 June began
with
the
downtown
filling with heavy smoke
just after 6:00 a.m. as a
fire at King and Caroline
destroyed an unoccupied
building. Although this
did hinder our volunteers
somewhat, Dundurn and
Balfour were eventually
both located on nearby
Mary Anne McDougall.
buildings and throughout
the day were seen taking
short flights and being fed by the adults. Meanwhile the
two females appeared content to stay put although they
were witnessed being quite vocal when Balfour was fed on
the ledge to the west of the nest.
The following day at 5:20 a.m. Wynnstay took her first
flight, closely followed by Auchmar at 5:41 a.m. Wynnstay
flew west of Bay St and out of sight of the volunteers.
Eventually she was located on a chimney near King and
Bay. Auchmar managed to fly to the Convention Centre
rooftop. Meanwhile, Wynnstay eventually left her low
chimney perch later that afternoon and flew up to the David
Braley building. Unfortunately, Auchmar didn’t have such a
successful end to her day. She was observed colliding with
the David Braley building later that evening and had to be
rescued again. Once more Auchmar did not appear to be
injured but it was felt prudent to take her for an assessment
at the Owl Foundation once more. Their initial evaluation
did not indicate anything major. However, it was decided to
keep her for observation overnight to be sure. The next day
our feisty Auchmar was deemed healthy and fit and she was
once again released on the Sheraton rooftop, hopped into
the nest, and soon received a meal delivered by McKeever.
Auchmar eventually took to the air successfully, flying over
to the Standard Life building the next day.
Over the course of the next few weeks the chicks kept our
volunteers busy as they visited the various downtown highrises. They were observed flying strongly from building to
building and as their skills developed and improved, they
were often seen joining their parents in flight. By the end of
June, the chicks were flying together, chasing one another and
talon touching. This behaviour prepares them for hunting
on their own. Although the adults were still bringing meals
to the chicks, most often they were left to dress the prey
THE WOOD DUCK
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The day before the first flight - closed circuit video image.

themselves – another important skill to learn.
By the end of the official Falconwatch on 5 July the chicks were
flying greater distances and often were not seen for hours at
a time. Still, they could be heard and seen downtown from
time to time, even visiting the nest as recently as 19 July, when
webmaster, Charles Gregory, captured three of the four on
camera. As summer turns to fall our four juvenile peregrine
falcons will fly further away until one day, they don’t make
their way back. They will embark on their own journey,
eventually seeking territory and a mate to raise a family.
Meanwhile, Judson and McKeever are expected to remain in
Hamilton keeping a watchful eye on the nest, chasing away
any competition and feeding on the plentiful pigeons that
downtown provides.
A huge shout out to our volunteers this year. We couldn’t do
this without you. Your time and effort made this a successful
watch. This year is a classic example of how a rescue (or
two) saved one Peregrine Falcon’s life. With mortality rates
for young Peregrines in the wild at about 60% at one year
of age they can use all the help they can get. We also wish
to say a special thanks to Charles Gregory, our webmaster,
for his dedicated help whenever it was needed and for his
maintenance of the official website.
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Hamilton Falconwatch wishes to thank Colin Watson,
the Sheraton management, staff and security, Jennifer
Atkinson and the David Braley Health Sciences Centre staff
and security, Stelco Tower security, the Ellen Fairclough
building, and the Marquee Residences. Their assistance and
understanding were invaluable as the chicks were banded,
our equipment was stored and as we searched for and rescued
our young falcons this year. We are so appreciative of the Owl
Foundation for looking after Auchmar not once but twice
before she fully fledged. Thanks go to Conservation Halton
for their knowledgeable rescue training provided to our
volunteers this year.
Although Falconwatch depends on volunteers to keep a
watchful eye on the peregrines we also have expenses, and we
rely on donations to make ends meet. In addition to paying two
coordinators, we have operating costs that include equipment
rentals, i.e., professional radios used by our volunteers to
communicate while tracking the falcons, a cell phone used
by the coordinator and maintenance and upgrades for our
webcam. Please consider a donation, however large or small
so we can keep doing this important work keeping the chicks
safe and educating the public.
http://falcons.hamiltonnature.org/hcppdonate.htm

The Dragon’s Den

The following article reprints two posts from Bill Lamond
to Ont-odes, an on-line forum for dragonfly and damselfly
sightings in Ontario. Following the reprints is some
additional information from Bill.

[Ont-Odes] Mocha Emeralds at Harrisburg - 29
July 2022
I’ve posted before about this population of Mocha
Emeralds east of Harrisburg along an abandoned rail line
and at Fairchild Creek in Hamilton-Wentworth. Today I
was surprised to find at least three males (possibly more)

can see in the one photo that the stream-bed is just mud and
branches to my right. I had no idea that Mocha Emeralds
would use such habitats but indeed they do as confirmed by
Paulson (2011) - “small streams with mud and leaf litter a
few yards in width in forests. In late summer may decrease to
a series of pools”. This is a perfect description of this habitat.
It almost looks repugnant as it is quite cloudy with the clay
soils. And there is not much life in these small pools save
for a few juvenile Green Frogs, crayfish and water striders.
Odes are virtually absent here save for the emeralds. In the
40 minutes I was there I only saw one Common Whitetail
fly through. No damselflies were seen. Perhaps the Mocha
Emeralds use this habitat as there is little to no competition
for their larva from other ode species?
This species must be more common in Ontario than
currently known based on the habitats it will use. On the
otherhand, perhaps “poor quality” streams such as Fairchild
Creek are not that common.

[Ont-Odes] More Mochas - 30 July 2022
I beg your indulgence but Mocha Emerald is considered
rare in the province so I think all new locations are worthy
of note. Yesterday (30 July) while naturalizing, I saw at least
six Mocha Emeralds at Fairchild Creek at Foxden Rd, a
Mocha Emerald, male #1 at Fairchild Creek, 1 km E of
Harrisburg, Hamilton-Wentworth - photo Bill Lamond.

patrolling along a small section of the creek. It was fascinating
to watch the male emeralds hover along the creek bank at
knee height, moving slowly with wings beating furiously. I
wasn’t aware that they would use such marginal habitat for
breeding as the creek currently has zero flow. It was reduced
to small pools, longish sections with water, and other areas
with just mud. I used to think this intermittent nature of the
Mocha Emerald, male #2 at Foxden Rd at Fairchild Creek,
Troy, Hamilton-Wentworth - 30 July 2022 - photo Bill Lamond.

Intermittent nature of Fairchild Creek near Harrisburg, looking
south and north - 29 July 2022 - photo Bill Lamond.

creek only happened in dry years but I think it is normal for
this creek to have zero flow in the height of summer except
in wet years. I’ve included two photos of the habitat. You

closed road allowance, just S of Troy, Hamilton-Wentworth.
This is on the same creek that I reported the presence of
Mochas on Friday. This location is 2.8 km to the NNE of
Friday’s observations but between those two locations the
creek courses 11.4 km. It is one crazy creek. There is a bridge
on Foxden Rd where you can get down to the creek. I saw
four males at one time and eventually caught two of them
although I could have caught more. They were very easy to
catch as they slowly hovered by at knee height. I’ve included
the photos of both of them and a habitat shot to show how
stagnant the creek is. There is a scum on the creek here of
unknown origin, possibly quite natural. I saw two other
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emeralds hawking insects very close by in a field which were
uncaught that I assumed were Mochas, likely females.
Looking at the satellite
view of this creek, there
are dozens and dozens of
locations here where there
seems suitable habitat for
breeding. There must be
hundreds of adults on the
wing currently in places
along this creek. As I said the
other day, there is currently
no flow, it is a series of
small pools, longish pools
and many sections of mud,
which seems to be ideal
Mocha Emerald habitat on
for Mocha Emeralds. I’ve
Fairchild Creek, upstream of
included a screen shot of
Foxden Rd bridge, Troy, Hamiltonthe meandering nature of
Wentworth - 30 July 2022 - photo
Bill Lamond.
the creek. This meandering
continues, and gets more
pronounced, all the way south to the mouth at the Grand
River just west of the village of Onondaga.

It is interesting to speculate how long this population has
been here along Fairchild Creek, undetected until Stephanie
Allen caught one in 2019. These are areas that are not visited
very often by naturalists, including me, until lately.
I visited the Harrisburg
location again on 11
August 2022. It is not easy
to navigate the edge of
the creek but I was able to
reach a location I had not
visited before, although it
is likely only about 300m
away from the 29 July 2022
location. I encountered
four male Mocha Emeralds
at this location and later I
caught a female right along
the rail trail about 1.4 km E
Mocha Emerald, male #2 - 1.1 km
ESE of Harrisburg, ON - 11 August of Harrisburg. I think this
2022 - photo Bill Lamond.
Fairchild Creek location
for Mocha Emerald may be
the best location in the province to see this rare dragonfly.
Noted naturalist Rob Tymstra from Pelee Island emailed me
on 11 August to thank me for posting about the Foxden Rd
location. He managed to see his first Mocha Emeralds at this
location in early August.

Mocha Emerald, male #1 at Foxden Rd at Fairchild Creek, Troy,
Hamilton-Wentworth - 30 July 2022 - photo Bill Lamond.

Mocha Emerald, female at Harrisburg Rail Trail, 1.4 km E of
Harrisburg, Hamilton-Wentworth - 11 August 2022 (inset - close-up
of ovipositer) photos Bill Lamond.

The Mocha Emerald is a rare dragonfly in Ontario although it
undoubtedly occurs in areas where it has yet to be discovered.
Nonetheless, there may be nowhere in the province where
it is more common than in the Hamilton area, especially
along the Fairchild Creek watershed. It is an exciting species
whenever it is found.

Fairchild Creek route between two
Mocha Emerald breeding locations.
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continued from page 11

Certification Requirements” – for further details about
all the subcategories in each section.) Barry said that
completing the certification application was like assembling
a jigsaw puzzle: it was up to the team to find existing pieces
to fulfill specific requirements or to generate new pieces by
creating projects to answer unfulfilled criteria. Building the
jigsaw puzzle was the theme of the rest of his presentation.
His first major puzzle piece was the BFHB Team – having
a team to organize and energize the project is a mandatory
part of the puzzle. There are 20 local members and co-chairs
with Aly Hyder Ali as the coordinator at Nature Canada
in Ottawa. The second important piece of the puzzle was
Nature Canada itself, which Barry calls the “Mother Ship”
because they developed the Bird Friendly City concept. A
long-time charitable protector of lands and species across
Canada, it represents 130,000+ members and over 1,000
nature organizations.
The Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, the third critical piece,
anchors the puzzle. Its Bird Study Group is represented by
Jackson Hudecki on the Team. The HNC is also directly
or indirectly connected to a myriad of other puzzle pieces
such as: Falconwatch, the Cootes to Escarpment EcoPark
System, the Biodiversity Action Plan, Trees Please, the Alan
Wormington Fall Bird Count, three Christmas Bird Counts,
the Hamilton Pollinator Paradise Project, the Wood Duck
journal, stewardship of the three local Important Bird and
Biodiversity Areas (IBAs), the Hamilton Aviary, World
Migratory Bird Day, the Hamilton Area Bird Checklist,
the Birds of Hamilton book by Bob Curry, the Hamilton
Birders’ Google Group moderated by Peter Scholtens, the
Hamilton Study Area (HSA) Nature Notes moderated
by Bill Lamond, the Larks and Pipits walking groups, the
Bioacoustic Research Project, and many more.
Other pieces embodied important local organizations
with faces on the Team. The Royal Botanical Gardens are
represented by Jenn Dick and Peter Thoem, who spearheaded
the Long Watch bird counts in the RBG’s Hendrie Valley.
Green Venture and BurlingtonGreen are two of the most
active and supportive partners: Heather Govender of Green
Venture has supplied a City Bird lesson plan for placement
in local schools; Amy Schnurr and Kelly Spanik of
BurlingtonGreen facilitated a grant from Nature Canada for
the BFHB project and Kelly organized a display for World
Migratory Bird Day last year. Kelly also moderates YouTube
videos on birds by geologist and nature photographer Bob
Bell, who also designed City Bird lesson plans.
Both the Hamilton Conservation Authority and
Conservation Halton are on board. Ontario Green, the

Trumpeter Swan Coalition, Environment Hamilton,
supporters at Mohawk College and McMaster University,
the Six Nations Wildlife Management Office, the Hamilton
Community Cat Network, Action 13, and the Community
Permaculture Lab all have roles in completing the puzzle. A
number of organizations dedicated to preventing window
collisions include: Fatal Light Awareness Project (FLAP)
Canada, Lights Out, Global Bird Rescue, Feather Friendly,
and Never Collide. The Hobbitstee Wildlife Refuge is helping
save birds that have collided with windows or vehicles.
Burlington’s Wild Birds Unlimited store has provided
discounts on binoculars and free pocket guides and Arlene
McCaw has donated a field guide.
The two city governments of Hamilton and Burlington
are also critical to publicizing bird-friendly events and to
getting protective measures written into by-laws so that
birds can be protected by lights out policies and building
codes that require bird-friendly windows. Burlington is
currently ahead of Hamilton in this respect. (Its Sustainable
Building and Development Guidelines and Official Plan
require bird-friendly design measures for glass buildings
and buildings adjacent to the Natural Heritage System and
Lake Ontario shoreline. Hamilton’s Tall Building Guidelines
mention bird-friendly best practices but has no mandatory
requirements.) Damages by
roaming feral and house
cats can be minimized by
instituting and publicizing
by-laws – cats are the
biggest killers of birds
in North America! The
public libraries have also
Burlington’s City Bird - The
been helpful in advertising
the Bird Friendly City Trumpeter Swan - photo Mike
Rowlands.
campaigns. The City of
Hamilton with the Immigrants Working Centre is offering
birding outings for newcomers to Hamilton.
Using information drawn from all the various pieces that
Barry presented to us, the Team drew up separate 52-page
applications for each city and submitted them to Nature
Canada. As this summary was being written, news came in
that both Hamilton and Burlington’s applications had been
approved! (We join Toronto, Vancouver, London, Calgary,
and Regina as Bird Friendly cities so far.) Congratulations
to the teams for each city!
You can provide ongoing help to the BFHB Team by donating
binoculars and field guides for various outings, treating
your windows, planting native gardens, drinking birdfriendly coffee,

continued on page 23
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The Throwback | September 2013

Lunch at Valens C.A. on the Late Summer Butterfly and Dragonfly outing - 15 September 2013 photo Bill Lamond. From left to right I recognize Ken Williams, Diane Green, Angie Williams and
on the far right, Doris Southwell.
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writing your city councillor to encourage bird-friendly
initiatives, and volunteering for future Team projects.
We were next treated to an entertaining BFHB video
called “Don’t Call Me Bobolink Betty.” In it, Barry visits
the Flamborough century farm of Diane Hood and Bill
Ferguson where for the last 20 years they have cut their hay
fields annually only after the Bobolinks, who build their
nests on the ground, have safely left with their fledglings.
The exciting announcement of the City Birds for Hamilton
and Burlington capped off Barry’s presentation. After a
months-long campaign that saw short lists of 10 birds for
each city put up for public voting, the results were: Hamilton
– Peregrine Falcon (runners-up Northern Cardinal, Redtailed Hawk) and Burlington – Trumpeter Swan (runners-up
Northern Cardinal, Black-capped Chickadee). How fitting
for each city!
In the lively question period that finished the webinar,
Barry said that he would be writing a letter to the developer
of a new high-rise at Hamilton’s Pier 8 recommending that
he incorporate the Toronto building codes for bird-friendly
windows into the project. As a final note, Barry said the
work doesn’t stop with certification: annual reports must
be made to Nature Canada, recertification is required every
two years, and existing projects need to be maintained or
expanded to improve each city’s overall scores. But now that
the bulk of the work has been done (and his presentation
has been delivered), Barry was looking forward to some
rest and spring birding! Thanks to everyone on the team for
their hard work so far in making this project a success and
putting our cities on the Bird Friendly City map!

A LIST OF BIRD FRIENDLY CITY
CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
Below are just the headings of each section of the
application form to become a Bird Friendly City. A
description of how to meet each criterion is given
in the document as well as the information needed
to achieve points for that item. As you can see, this
is a very comprehensive document and it requires
actions in numerous areas that collectively determine
whether a city qualifies as bird friendly.
MANDATORY
M-1: Establishment of bird team
M-2: Indigenous peoples, land and inclusion
M-3: Formal municipal support
M-4: Annual report
M-5: City website
M-6: Renewal
SECTION 1: THREAT REDUCTION
1.1 (a) Owned cats
1.1 (b) Unowned cats
1.1 (c) Monitoring of roaming cats
1.2 (a) Window collisions – new construction
1.2 (b) Window collisions – existing and proposed municipal
buildings
1.2 (c) Window collisions – education of property owners
1.2 (d) Treated windows – baseline data
1.3 (a) Light pollution – reduction strategy (migration)
1.3 (b) Light pollution – new developments / retrofit
1.3 (c) Light pollution – outreach campaign
1.4 Pesticide use
1.5 Plastics
1.6 Vehicles
1.7 Habitat disturbance
SECTION 2: HABITAT PROTECTION, RESTORATION, AND
CLIMATE RESILIENCY
2.1 Natural areas
2.2 Biological diversity
2.3 Climate change adaptation strategy
2.4 (a) Habitat management strategy
2.4 (b) Snag protection
2.4 (c) Protection of trees
2.4 (d) Responsible vegetation management
2.5 Important bird and biodiversity area(s) (IBA)
2.6 Native flora - municipal lands
2.7 Native flora – private property
2.8 Stopover & nesting habitat

Hamilton’s City Bird - The Peregrine Falcon - photo Bob Bell.
SCORING FOR BIRD FRIENDLY CITIES
The sidebar opposite shows how points are awarded by Nature Canada
in every category of each section and the total score determines the
status of the application. When approved, the certification is classified
as entry, intermediate, or high. In subsequent renewals (required every
two years), a city can strive to increase its overall classification by actively
documenting the improvements in any weak areas.

SECTION 3: COMMUNITY OUTREACH / EDUCATION
3.1 World Migratory Bird Day
3.2 Schools, groups & communities
3.3 College and university campuses
3.4 Public access to resources
3.5 Public installations for education
3.6 Accessible bird-watching location(s)
3.7 Local species reference list
3.8 Local bird friendly businesses
3.9 City bird
3.10 Inclusive community science programs
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YOU CAN HELP
PROTECT THE
NATURAL WORLD
Donor support is the key to ensuring we can
continue to build on a century of protecting
nature for future generations.
Your gift helps nature grow.

Hamilton
Naturalists’
Club
Charity Number: 118951748RR0001

Return undeliverable Canadian addresses to: Hamilton Naturalists’ Club, P.O. Box 89052, Hamilton, ON, L8S 4R5 • Publications Mail Contract No. 40048074

Photo: Matthew Smith

Learn more about how donation funds are used
and how to donate to the HNC at
hamiltonnature.org/support-us/donations

